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What the present can tell us about the future: 

A variationist analysis of future-time expression in native and nonnative French 

 

Abstract 

This investigation studies the second-language (L2) development of variable future-time expression in 

French. One hundred and eighteen nonnative speakers at four proficiency levels and 30 native speakers 

completed a written-contextualized task (WCT), a language-proficiency test and a background 

questionnaire. The verb form (inflectional future, periphrastic future, and present) selected for each item 

on the WCT was coded for three independent linguistic factors: presence of a lexical temporal indicator, 

temporal distance and (un)certainty. Multinomial logistic regression tests and a follow-up analysis of high 

and low frequency of the present demonstrated that this form plays a complex role in native-speaker 

variability and is acquired late in contexts of future-time reference for nonnative speakers. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The study of the second language (L2) acquisition of tense-aspect-mood (TAM) systems has attracted 

numerous researchers who have examined issues pertaining to how nonnative speakers (NNSs) navigate 

the pairing of TAM functions to new forms in their L2. Although TAM covers a wide range of function-

form connections, the majority of L2 studies have concentrated on past-time contexts. Thanks to a variety 

of methodologies, much has been learned, for instance, about the interplay between pragmatic means, 

temporal adverbials, and morphology for the marking of past-temporal reference (e.g. Bardovi-Harlig, 

2000). In comparison, relatively little work has been carried out on how NNSs express future-time 

reference in their L2. With respect to French, the expression of future-time temporality is one of four 

areas that Ayoun (2013: 196) suggests is in need of attention in future research in the field of the L2 

acquisition of TAM.  

Within the TAM system, future-time reference is both a temporal distinction referring to any state or 

event posterior to speech time but also an aspectual-modal one that “necessarily includes an element of 

prediction or some related modal notion” (Lyons, 1977: 677). In the case of French, the expression of 

future-time reference can be accomplished in various ways, including, among others, present forms, the 

periphrastic future (PF), and the inflectional future (IF). Although most authors, be they linguists, 

grammarians, or curriculum developers, recognize that various forms can be used in the expression of 

future time, little consensus exists as to how each form is used. Different explanations, such as the 



distance between speech time and the future event, have been called upon in order to explain why one 

form is preferred over others in certain contexts. According to Poplack and Dion (2009), most such 

explanations have attempted to associate one form with a given function or set of functions, although no 

consensus as to what this form-function symmetry would look like has been reached and usage data rarely 

corroborate the proposed analyses. This state of affairs has led numerous linguists (e.g. Comeau, 2011; 

Grimm & Nadasdi, 2011; King & Nadasdi, 2003; Poplack & Dion, 2009; Poplack & Turpin, 1999) to 

argue that the domain of future-time expression in native French provides an example of morphosyntactic 

variation.  

Although most studies treating future-time expression in French as a variable phenomenon have been 

limited to native-speaker (NS) future-time expression, the variable nature of this phenomenon in native 

speech has important implications for L2 learners. In particular, NNSs are exposed to variation in the 

input they receive and learning targets are variable (both in terms of rate of use and in terms of 

modulating factors). Numerous linguists are interested in how NNSs acquire such variable structures 

(Bayley & Tarone, 2012), although little variationist work has been applied to the L2 acquisition of the 

French TAM system. In the current study, we contribute to this line of research with an investigation of 

future-time expression in both native and nonnative Hexagonal French.  

 

2. Background 

 

Although most investigations into future-time expression in French limit themselves to the two forms that 

are morphologically marked for future time, namely the PF and the IF, a recent concept-oriented 

investigation of future-time expression identified no fewer than six different forms used in future-time 

contexts (Gudmestad, Edmonds, & Donaldson, 2014). Of these different forms, the three most frequent 

for both NSs and NNSs were the IF, PF, and present. Examples of each, taken from Gudmestad et al. 

(2014), are presented in (1): 

(1) a. IF:   comme ça on aura un deuxième avis (F7, 305) 

   (‘that way we will have a second opinion’) 

 b. PF:   je vais avoir certainement des détails demain (F7, 330) 

   (‘I’m certainly going to have details tomorrow’) 

 c. Present:  demain je n’ai que deux heures (F5, 124) 

   (‘tomorrow I only have two hours’) 

 

In what follows, we first discuss why future-time reference in French can be considered an example of 

morphosyntactic variation and, thus, studied using a variationist approach. We then examine how NSs of 



Canadian and Hexagonal French express future time, concentrating on those studies that have adopted a 

variationist approach. Finally, we turn to the few investigations that have examined how NNSs refer to 

future time in L2 French.  

 

2.1 Future-Time Expression in French as a Variable Structure 

 

The existence of multiple forms used for future-time reference begs the question of whether the IF, PF, 

and present are in complementary distribution or in competition. Both Poplack and Turpin (1999) and 

Poplack and Dion (2009) have stressed the fact that scholars working within both the prescriptive and 

descriptive traditions have sought to demonstrate that these forms are in complementary distribution for 

future-time reference, insofar as such authors attempt to ascribe a single set of functions to each form, 

thus attaining a one-to-one connection between form and function. However, Poplack and colleagues 

argue that this goal is illusory, which is clearly shown in Poplack and Dion’s review of the treatment of 

future-time expression in a corpus of 163 grammars published in both Canada and Europe between the 

16th and 20th centuries. Their findings revealed very little regularity and consensus among the 

grammarians, which they argue to be the result of inherent variability in the domain of future-time 

expression. In other words, they suggest that future-time reference in French constitutes an example of 

morphosyntactic variation and, for this reason, can be studied within a variationist framework.  

Variationism, an approach first developed by Labov (1966), is interested in identifying and 

modeling variable structures. These variable structures are referred to as linguistic variables and each 

linguistic variable may be realized by two or more linguistic variants. The variable context is the context 

in which variation occurs. With respect to the linguistic variable of future-time expression, the variable 

context consists of contexts making reference to a state or event occurring after speech time. This 

linguistic variable can be realized by at least three different variants: IF, PF, present. Although originally 

applied to phonetic phenomena, Sankoff (1988) convincingly argued that variationism could be fruitfully 

extended to morphosyntactic variation, of which future-time expression is an example. He noted that 

distinctions between forms (such as IF, PF, and present) can be neutralized in certain, restricted discourse 

contexts, namely the variable context. In other contexts, no neutralization is found. For the case at hand, 

this means that IF, PF and present are variants in future-time contexts, but that they are not necessarily in 

variation in French more generally.  

The goal of most variationist studies is to identify those factors that favor or disfavor the selection 

of a certain variant, thus allowing us to better understand how a range of linguistic and extra-linguistic 

factors come into play in a linguistic system, both at the individual and the speech-community level. In 

the case of second language acquisition (SLA), variationist approaches provide insight into how NNSs 



deal with the acquisition of variable structures, which are instantiated in the input they receive. 

Variationist studies generally rely on quantitative analyses of (native or nonnative) language use as seen 

in large corpora, which allow researchers to model the influence of a variety of potential factors on the 

expression of a variable structure at the same time. More recently, interest in what different tasks can tell 

us about variation in language has become apparent. With respect to variationist SLA research, the 

importance of using multiple tasks was clearly and forcefully argued for by Geeslin (2010: 506):  

if we hope to fully understand what a learner grammar looks like and how it develops, we must 

use multiple elicitation tasks because this is the only way to see the full variety of occurrences of 

a given structure and the full range of conditions under which they occur. 

 

Following Geeslin (2010), in the current study, we aim to further our understanding of variable future-

time reference using a controlled contextualized preference task.  

 

2.2 Expressing Future Time as a NS 

 

Many factors are thought to influence the choice among IF, PF and present for future-time 

expression. Of these, four of the most frequently cited include sentential negation, certainty, temporal 

reference, and the presence/absence of a lexical temporal indicator (LTI). The documented connections 

between these factors and the different forms used for future-time expression are summarized in Table 1. 

 

[Insert Table 1 here.] 

 

In what follows, we will review studies that have examined future-time reference first in Canadian 

varieties and then in Hexagonal French, concentrating on results reported for the four variables presented 

in Table 1. 

 

2.2.1 Canadian varieties of French  

 

Several variationist analyses of future-time reference in varieties of Canadian French have been carried 

out, although most have looked exclusively at the IF and PF. This decision is generally motivated by the 

fact that these two forms account for the vast majority of verbal forms found in future-time contexts in 

Canadian French. For instance, Poplack and Turpin (1999), who analyzed a corpus of vernacular Ottawa 

French, found that the PF accounted for 73 percent, the IF for 20 percent, and the present for only seven 

percent of their 3594 occurrences. A similar dominance of the PF has been reported in most Canadian 



studies, with the exception of King and Nadasdi (2003), whose examination of Acadian French found 

slightly more IF than PF (present was excluded from their analysis). Most studies have thus concentrated 

on the IF and PF in an attempt to identify which factors encourage the use of one over the other. 

 The most robust finding concerns the apparent role played by sentential negation. As early as 

1981, Deshaies and Laforge recognized that “negation leads to a quasi-automatic use of the IF” (29).1 

This factor has moreover been found to be significant in variationist studies on different varieties of 

Laurentian French (Blondeau, 2006; Grimm & Nadasdi, 2011; Poplack & Dion, 2009; Poplack & Turpin, 

1999), and Poplack and Turpin (1991: 155) state that “negative contexts, which themselves account for 

less than 10 percent of the data, are the only remaining loci in which IF is currently used productively in 

spoken Canadian French.” It is, however, interesting to note that accounts of future-time expression in 

Acadian French (e.g. Comeau, 2011; King & Nadasdi, 2003) did not find sentential negation to be a 

significant factor. 

 The results for certainty, temporal distance, and LTI are not as consistent as those reported for 

sentential polarity. Concerning the certainty of the future action or state, King and Nadasdi’s (2003) study 

of Acadian French spoken on Prince Edward Island and in Newfoundland found that outcomes that are 

certain to occur favor the use of the PF. In contrast, Comeau’s (2011) examination of Baie Sainte-Marie 

Acadian French and Grimm and Nadasdi’s (2011) analysis of Ontario French found that certainty of 

outcome was not a significant predictor for future-time reference. For the factor of temporal distance, 

studies of Acadian varieties of French (Comeau, 2011; King & Nadasdi, 2003) found tendencies in line 

with what might be expected, with the PF being favored in proximal contexts. For Laurentian French, 

some studies have shown no significant effect (Blondeau, 2006; Grimm & Nadasdi, 2011), whereas 

others have found a significant role for temporal distance, but one in which the results run counter to 

expectations (Poplack & Dion, 2009; Poplack & Turpin, 1999).  

Finally, previous studies have examined the influence of a LTI on the verbal form used to make 

future-time reference. Although neither Blondeau (2006) nor Grimm and Nadasdi (2011) found a 

significant effect of LTI, both studies looked only at PF and IF. Grimm and Nadasdi (2011: 182) write 

that it is thus “not surprising that we found no effect for adverbial specification, since its role seems to be 

linked to the futurate present.” On the other hand, at least two studies that did not include the present in 

their multivariate analyses did find a significant effect of temporal adverbials: Poplack and Dion’s (2009) 

study of the Ottawa-Hull Corpus and the Récits du français québécois d’autrefois and Comeau’s (2011) 

study of Acadian French showed that the IF was slightly favored when a LTI was present. Lastly, Poplack 

and Turpin (1999) investigated the role of LTI on IF, PF, and present and found that IF was favored with 

 
1 « la négation entraîne un emploi quasi-automatique du futur simple » (Our translation)  



non-specific adverbials, PF was favored when no adverbial was present, and the present was favored with 

specific and non-specific adverbials.   

 

2.2.2 Hexagonal French.  

 

The expression of future-time reference in Hexagonal French has received less attention than in Canadian 

varieties (Gudmestad et al., 2014; Jeanjean, 1988; Roberts, 2012; Söll, 1983), and only two studies – 

Roberts and Gudmestad et al. – adopted a variationist perspective. Considering first the overall frequency 

of forms, Jeanjean reports a slight majority of IF versus PF forms in her corpus, whereas Gudmestad et 

al., Söll, and Roberts find that the PF accounts for 67.2%, 65.9%, and 58.8% of forms, respectively.2 

 Roberts (2012) conducted the first variationist analysis of future-time reference in Hexagonal 

French. In this study, the author examined 434 future-time reference occurrences from a corpus of 16 

hours of interviews conducted with NSs in the North and the South of France collected between 1980 and 

1990. Numerous factors were coded for, including sentential negation, temporal reference, and LTI. 

Certainty was not one of the factors investigated. Roberts first conducted a classic multivariate regression 

analysis, which identified sentential polarity, grammatical person/number, and education level to be the 

only significant factors. He followed up this first analysis with additional multivariate analyses, this time 

including first individual and then individual and lexical item as random effects, a technique that accounts 

for the variability that can occur among participants and lexical items. These new models identified only 

sentential polarity as significantly influencing verb-form selection, with negation disfavoring PF. 

 Gudmestad et al. (2014) examined a 2006 corpus of 8.3 hours comprised of 10 dyadic 

spontaneous conversations between a highly advanced NNS of French (whose first language was English) 

and a NS interlocutor of their choice. All participants were living in France at time of testing, and the 

NNSs were recruited via advertisements, personal networking and contacts with an Anglophone club 

located in the Southwest of France; all had been residing in France for at least 4 years and, on average, for 

18 years, 7 months. Gudmestad et al. (2014) identified all future-time reference contexts for NSs (n = 

371) and coded the verbal forms used in those contexts. An analysis was then undertaken to determine 

whether a number of factors, including sentential polarity, certainty, temporal distance, and LTI, appeared 

to modulate the selection of verbal forms for future-time expression. Of these four factors, sentential 

polarity appeared to be the least influential. For certainty, temporal distance and LTI, distributions across 

 
2 For the sake of comparison, the percentage from Gudmestad et al. (2014) takes into account only PF 

versus IF, although this study examined all forms used to express future-time reference. 



the different verbal forms and categories of the independent variables were markedly different from the 

overall rates, indicating that these factors may be impacting verb form selection for these NSs.  

 Taken together, the results from studies examining future-time expression in native Canadian and 

Hexagonal French indicate that the PF is the most frequent verbal form used for future-time expression in 

both varieties (although it tends to be more dominant in Laurentian French) and that a number of factors 

modulate the selection among IF, PF, and present. For Laurentian varieties and for one study on 

Hexagonal French (Roberts, 2012), sentential negation appears to be the most important factor, with 

negative future-time contexts strongly favoring the use of IF. However, other factors have been found to 

come into play, although results are less consistent. Finally, we highlight the fact that Gudmestad et al. 

(2014), whose study was conducted primarily in the same target language community as the current study 

(Southwestern France, Aquitaine region), found evidence suggesting that certainty, temporal distance, and 

LTI – but not sentential negation – were modulating selection among IF, PF, and present forms for NSs of 

Hexagonal French. These factors will be further explored in the current study. 

 

2.3 Expressing Future Time as a NNS 

 

The few studies that have examined how NNSs use and acquire future-time expression in French have 

taken English NSs as participants, be they in a secondary-school immersion setting in Canada (Nadasdi, 

Mougeon, & Rehner, 2003), in a university setting in an Anglophone country (Ayoun, 2014; Howard, 

2012; Moses, 2002), or living in the target language community (Gudmestad et al., 2014). Regarding oral 

expression, Moses (2002) and Howard (2012), who were both working in a university setting, found that 

relatively advanced (end of university) students underuse the PF as compared to NSs in oral interview 

tasks. On the other hand, both the study examining advanced NNSs living in the target-language 

community (Gudmestad et al.) and the analysis of high school students in an immersion setting (Nadasdi 

et al.) found that PF was the form used most frequently in oral expression. Additionally, these final two 

studies adopted a variationist perspective. Nadasdi et al. found that LTI was a significant modulating 

factor, with the presence of an adverbial favoring the use of the present. Gudmestad et al. found evidence 

of the importance of LTI, temporal distance, and (un)certainty in the use of the three main verbal forms 

for future-time expression.  

Future-time expression in L2 French has also been studied using more controlled elicitation tasks. 

Such was the case in Ayoun (2014). She administered two written tasks to three groups of NNSs and a 

NS group, including a cloze test. Results from this task revealed that “all groups produced a variety of 

morphological forms to express futurity” and that they appeared “to be acquiring temporal and modal 

values associated with the future” (196). Moses also administered an elicitation task, which he called a 



meaning preference task. For this task, participants read a short context and then saw three responses (in 

present, PF, and IF). Participants were instructed to select all responses they considered contextually 

possible. The task was designed in such a way to examine whether NNSs and NSs have a temporal 

association with verbal forms used for future-time reference or an aspectual/modal one (prediction-

prospection). Moses concluded that  

learners move from a fairly targetlike aspectual/modal association of the forms to meaning in the 

second-year to a strong, non-targetlike temporal association of the present-for-future and 

periphrastic future forms to proximal events and the simple future to distal ones by the end of the 

study. (5) 

 

Taken together, the existing literature on future-time expression in L2 French suggests that 

learners in an instructed setting underuse the PF and the present in oral production. In contrast, it appears 

that students in an immersion setting and NNSs living in a French-speaking environment use PF at rates 

that are similar to NSs. In addition to oral production data, results collected from elicitation tasks 

administered by Ayoun and Moses suggest that different temporal and modal values may be associated 

with verbal forms used to express future time by learners as they progress in their acquisition of L2 

French.  

Although one of the learnability issues in the acquisition of a variable structure concerns the rate 

of use of different variants, frequency of use does not provide the entire picture. It thus remains unclear 

whether similar linguistic factors modulate selection of verbal forms for NSs and NNSs of French and, if 

so, whether their influence is similar. Given that a previous study on oral production data collected from a 

similar population in France (Gudmestad et al., 2014) documented the importance of three linguistic 

factors – LTI, temporal distance, and (un)certainty – in future-time expression, the primary goal of the 

current study was to further examine the influence of these three factors on NSs and NNSs in their 

selection of the three most frequent verbal forms used for future-time expression (IF, PF, and present). In 

order to do so, an elicitation task was created in which we manipulated each of these three factors with the 

intention of providing responses to two research questions:   

1. With what frequency do NNSs in a target-language context and NSs select the IF, PF, and present 

to express future-time reference on a written contextualized task? 

2. Which linguistic factors are related to the rates of selection of the IF, PF and present for NNSs 

and NSs? 

The data analysis that centered on these questions then motivated a third question: 

3. Which contexts resulted in high and low selection of the present for the NSs and the NNSs?  

 



3. The current study 

 

3.1 Method 

 

3.1.1 Participants  

 

The participants were affiliated with a French university located in the Southwest of France. Thirty NSs 

of Hexagonal French, native to the same region, were enrolled in undergraduate or Master’s level courses 

on French as a foreign language at a French university. The NNSs (n = 116) were enrolled in 

undergraduate or Master’s level courses on French as a foreign language or in intensive French language 

courses at a university-based language institute. Participants came from diverse linguistic backgrounds, 

with 24 different first languages represented. We divided the NNSs into four proficiency levels, based on 

a c-test (see the Data collection section). We thus follow Moses (2002) and Ayoun (2014) in adopting a 

cross-sectional approach to the study of development of future-time expression in L2 French (see Gass, 

Behney, & Plonsky, 2013: 36, for a more general discussion of the use of cross-sectional research to 

study development in SLA).3 Table 2 shows the results of this test. 

 

[Insert Table 2 here.] 

 

3.1.2. Data collection  

 

The participants completed three tasks. The data on future-time reference came from a written 

contextualized task (WCT), which was modeled after a WCT designed to analyze future-time reference in 

Spanish (Gudmestad & Geeslin, 2013). This task consisted of 30 contextualized items that built on a 

single story and functioned as dialogue. After each paragraph-length context, the participants were asked 

to continue the story by choosing one of three sentences expressing a future state or event that differed 

 
3 We recognize that there has been debate about real- and apparent-time research in sociolinguistics (e.g. 

Sankoff & Blondeau, 2007). Additionally, there has been a call in L2 variationist research for more 

longitudinal research (Bayley & Tarone, 2012) because “the rate or route of SLA can be altered over time 

by contextual factors favoring explicit and/or implicit processes of acquisition” (Tarone, 2007: 845). We 

agree that longitudinal research plays a vital role in the understanding of L2 acquisition, but we leave 

discussions of this debate to future studies designed to address this issue through analyses of empirical 

data. 



only in verb form (i.e. IF, PF or present). Although past uses of WCTs have often provided participants 

with the option of selecting more than one response, we opted for a forced-choice task in order to isolate 

the participant’s preference for each combination of the independent variables. If at the level of the 

individual and at the level of the community more than one verbal form is possible in a particular variable 

context, each instance of that context can only elicit a single form from a given individual in real-world 

language use. The first item from the WCT is provided in Figure 1. 

 

[Insert Figure 1 here.]  

 

The 30 items represented all combinations of the categories of the three independent linguistic factors 

examined (see the Data coding section). We took care to control for other variables that have been shown 

to be connected to future-time reference, such that the items did not contain negation or subordination and 

the verb was in the first-person singular. The second task was a c-test, which was used to distinguish L2 

proficiency levels (see Renaud, 2010). For this test, the second half of every second or third word in a 

short paragraph was replaced with a blank and participants had to complete the incomplete words. The 

final task was a background questionnaire, which allowed us to gather demographic information and 

details about education and language experiences.4 

 

3.1.3. Data coding  

 

The dependent variable was the verb form chosen – IF, PF, or present – to convey the function of futurity 

on the WCT. These three variants were targeted as Gudmestad et al. (2014) found that they were the 

forms most commonly used to express future-time reference in a sample of speakers from France. The 

WCT was designed to analyze the importance of three independent linguistic factors: LTI, temporal 

distance, and (un)certainty markers. Once again, the results from Gudmestad et al. (2014) motivated this 

choice; as mentioned in the literature review, these three factors (and not sentential negation) appeared to 

modulate verb-form selection for the NSs of Hexagonal French in this study. LTI examined the presence 

or absence of a lexical expression that provided information about future-time reference within the phrase 

containing the future-time context. When a LTI was present (e.g. demain ‘tomorrow’), it was located in 

sentence-final position. Temporal distance specified the distance of the future event from the moment of 

 
4 By choosing to define our L2 groups on the basis of a proficiency measure, we hypothesize that the 

development of variable future-time expression will change as a function of proficiency. We leave the 

role that other background characteristics may play to future research. 



speaking. The five categories were immediate, today, less than a week, less than a month, and greater than 

a year. Irrespective of whether the target sentence contained a LTI, information on temporal distance was 

available in the context that preceded the target sentence. The factor of (un)certainty consisted of three 

categories: presence of an uncertainty marker (e.g. peut-être ‘maybe’), presence of a certainty marker 

(e.g. certainement ‘certainly’), and no marker. When an (un)certainty marker was present, it was placed 

immediately after a IF or present verb or in between the conjugated and the infinitive verbs of the PF. 

 

3.1.4. Data analysis  

 

We conducted a quantitative analysis in three stages. First, we carried out cross-tabulations to analyze the 

rates of verb-form selection for each participant group. Second, we performed a set of multinomial 

logistic regressions, in order to examine the influence of each of the three independent linguistic factors 

on verb-form selection. With this type of analysis, we were able to compare two categories of the 

dependent variable individually (IF and present) against another – base – category (PF), thus considering 

the three independent variables under investigation in a single model. Given that the results from the 

multinomial regressions indicated different selection patterns for present forms in future contexts for our 

participant groups, a final follow-up analysis focusing on the selection of the present with respect to 

temporal distance and (un)certainty of the future event was carried out. For this analysis, we examined the 

contexts that elicited particularly low and high rates of the present. At each stage of the analysis we 

compared the L2 groups to make observations about L2 development and the L2 and NS groups to assess 

whether L2 patterns of verb-form selection resemble those that are presumably found in their input (those 

instantiated in the NS results). 

 

3.2 Results 

 

3.2.1. Frequency  

 

The cross-tabulations for the frequency of selection of the three variants of the dependent variable are 

shown in Table 3. Beginning with the NSs, the PF was selected most frequently (44.0%), followed 

closely by the IF (38.1%). Their rate of selection of the present was lower (17.9%) than the other forms. 

Level 2 exhibited a similar hierarchy of selection and most closely approached the NS pattern. On the 

other hand, Levels 1, 3 and 4 showed a similar rate of selection between the IF and PF (a difference of 

0.8% for Level 3, of 2.0% for Level 4, and of 2.1% for Level 1). Like the NSs, these groups selected the 

present least frequently.  



 

[Insert Table 3 here.]  

 

3.2.2. Multinomial regressions 

 

In the second phase of the analysis, we conducted a multinomial logistic regression on the dataset for each 

participant group separately. We initially included all three independent linguistic factors in each 

statistical test. However, when a model revealed that a certain variable was not significant, we ran the 

model again without that variable. The single model from this statistical test compares one category of the 

dependent variable (IF) against the base (PF) and then compares the third category (present) against the 

same base (PF).5 As with classic multivariate regression analyses, each independent variable is evaluated 

by comparing a base category of that variable to the other categories. In our analysis, the base category of 

the independent variables were ‘present’ for LTI, ‘today’ for temporal distance, and the presence of an 

uncertainty marker for (un)certainty. There were three possibilities that resulted from these comparisons:  

 if the upper and lower limits of the 95% confidence interval for Exp(b) contained the value of 1, 

the selection of the dependent variable (IF or present) was not significantly different from the 

base category (PF),  

 if the values for the upper and lower limits were greater than one, the odds of choosing a category 

other than the base (IF or present) were significantly greater than the odds of choosing the base 

category (PF), and 

 if the values for the upper and lower limits were less than one, the odds of selecting IF or present 

were significantly less than the odds of selecting PF.  

Tables 4 and 5 provide a summary of the results for the five multinomial logistic regression models and 

we offer additional details for these models in the Appendix. Although we provide the results for the 

comparison of IF versus PF and the comparison of present versus PF in separate tables to facilitate the 

presentation of these findings, it is important to note that the results come from only one regression test 

for each participant group.  

 

[Insert Table 4 here.] 

 

 
5 Although any one of the three categories could have been selected as the base category, we chose to 

specify the most frequent variant – the PF – as our base. This means that the multinomial analyses will 

show us what factors encourage or discourage the use of this form. 



[Insert Table 5 here.] 

 

We begin with a description of the findings for the comparison between selection of IF versus PF 

(Table 4), followed by the selection of the present versus PF (Table 5). Beginning with temporal distance, 

a comparison of the five participant groups reveals that the results for Levels 2 and 4 and the NSs are 

identical. For these groups, the odds of choosing the IF over the PF are lower when the future event is 

immediate as opposed to today, and the odds are higher when the future event is less than a month or 

greater than a year from the moment of speaking instead of today. No difference was observed between 

future events less than a week away versus those within 24 hours. The results for Level 3 were similar to 

these groups with one exception: There was no difference in the odds of selecting the IF and PF in 

immediate, instead of today, contexts. Finally, for Level 1, the odds of choosing the IF over the PF were 

the same in immediate, less than a week and less than a month contexts versus today contexts. Only when 

the future event was more than a year away was the IF more likely to be chosen over PF. Taken together, 

when compared with today contexts, the IF tended to be favored over the PF in more distal contexts (> 

Year for all groups and < Month for four of five groups), and NSs, Level 2, and Level 4 showed greater 

odds of choosing the PF over the IF in the most proximal contexts (immediate).  

Next, for the influence of the (un)certainty of the future event on the selection of IF versus PF, all 

participant groups exhibited the same trends. The odds of choosing the IF over the PF were lower when 

there was no marker and when a certainty marker was present instead of when an uncertainty marker was 

present. In other words, all participants were more likely to select the IF versus the PF when the target 

sentence carried a marker indicating that the realization of the future event was uncertain. The third and 

final independent variable – LTI – was only significant for Level 3. For this group, no difference between 

the PF and the IF was observed.  

Although the L2 groups and the NSs were similar in their selection of IF versus PF with the 

variables under investigation (Table 4), the multinomial logistic regression models revealed several 

differences among the participant groups when the present and PF were compared (Table 5). Regarding 

temporal distance and the NSs, the odds of choosing the present and the PF were the same in immediate 

and less than a month, as opposed to today, contexts. The odds of choosing the present versus the PF were 

lower in less than a week and greater than a year, as opposed to today, contexts. Each L2 group was 

identical to the NSs in immediate contexts. However, as can be seen in Table 5, differences between NSs 

and NNSs occurred in the three more distal categories.  

Additionally, no L2 group resembled the NSs with the (un)certainty variable on the present 

versus PF comparison. As opposed to when an uncertainty marker was present, NSs showed a greater 

tendency to choose the present versus the PF in the presence of a certainty and in the absence of any 



marker. In contexts with certainty markers, Levels 3 and 4 matched NS patterns, whereas no difference in 

the odds of choosing one form over the other was found for Levels 1 and 2. When contexts without 

(un)certainty markers were compared to contexts with uncertainty markers, no group exhibited the 

targetlike pattern. Finally, regarding LTI, which was only significant for Level 3, the odds of choosing the 

present over the PF were lower when an LTI was absent instead of present.  

 

3.2.3. Follow-up analysis of the present 

 

Since the participant groups exhibited more differences in form selection between the present and PF than 

they did for the IF and PF, we conducted a follow-up analysis that focused on the present in order to learn 

more about the linguistic contexts that most strongly encourage and discourage selection of this form. By 

identifying those contexts that showed highest and lowest selection of present in a future-time context, we 

aim to better understand what specific functions are strongly and weakly connected to the selection of the 

present to express future time. For this analysis, low and high frequency of present selection were 

operationalized in similar ways. We considered that a context resulted in low present selection when the 

present was chosen in a number of contexts that was less than or equal to one quarter of the average rate 

of selection of the present for that participant group (i.e. three-quarters below the average), whereas high 

frequency was operationalized as choosing the present at a rate that was three quarters or more above the 

average for each group.6 For example, NSs chose the present an average of 17.9 percent of the time (Table 

3). One quarter of this rate of selection is 4.48 percent, whereas three quarters above is 31.33 percent. 

Thus, any context that showed a rate of selection that was less than or equal to 4.48 percent for the NSs 

was classified as a context resulting in low frequency and any context in which 31.33 percent or more of 

NSs selected the present was considered to be a high frequency context. As concerns the number of 

contexts discouraging the selection of the present, we found that as L2 groups gained in proficiency, the 

number of contexts that exhibited low rates of present selection increased: Level 1: 0 contexts; Level 2: 3 

contexts; Level 3: 4 contexts; Level 4: 6 contexts; NSs: 14 contexts. The number of contexts in which the 

present was frequently selected was similar for each group (5 or 6). Taken together, two-thirds of the 

experimental items resulted in high or low frequency selection of the present for the NSs, whereas the 

NNS groups showed a steady increase in the number of contexts strongly discouraging the selection of the 

present as a function of proficiency. 

 
6 Because each participant group selected the present at a different rate, this way of operationalizing 

frequency has the advantage of providing consistency across participant groups. 



In what follows, we will examine contexts resulting in low and high selection of present as a 

function of the two independent variables found to be significant in our multinomial regression analysis: 

temporal distance and (un)certainty. Figure 2 shows the distribution of contexts resulting in low selection 

of the present as a function of participant group and temporal distance category. Six tokens for each of the 

five categories of temporal distance were included in this task, and we see from the figure that NSs 

selected the present infrequently in contexts corresponding to all five categories, with the highest number 

of contexts corresponding to events that were more than a year away (5 out of 6 contexts) and the lowest 

number of contexts corresponding to events occurring today (1 out of 6). Each L2 group selected the 

present infrequently in fewer types of temporal-distance contexts than the NSs, and no L2 group showed 

infrequent selection of the present in immediate contexts.  

 

[Insert Figure 2 here.] 

 

As for contexts resulting is high selection of the present, Figure 3 shows that no group chose the present 

frequently in contexts that were less than a week or more than a year away. Whereas Levels 1 and 2 

selected the present frequently in immediate and today contexts only, the remaining participant groups 

chose the present frequently in these contexts, as well as in one that was less than a month away.  

 

[Insert Figure 3 here.] 

 

Turning now to the factor of (un)certainty, Figure 4 illustrates the number of contexts (out of 10 

per category) that exhibited low rates of present selection for each participant group and each category of 

(un)certainty. Levels 2 through 4 and the NSs were similar in that items including markers of uncertainty 

resulted in the highest number of contexts with low-frequency present selection. In other words, contexts 

in which the future event is uncertain to happen appear to have the potential to most strongly discourage 

the selection of the present to express future-time events.  

 

[Insert Figure 4 here.] 

 

The final figure illustrates the results for the contexts in which participant groups selected the present 

frequently according to (un)certainty. For each participant group, most of the contexts that exhibited high-

frequency selection of the present were items with certainty markers. Level 1 was the only group to select 

the present frequently in a context with an uncertainty marker.  

 



[Insert Figure 5 here.] 

 

4. Discussion 

 

To begin this section we provide responses to our three research questions and connect our findings to 

previous research on future-time reference in French. Following this synthesis of the results, we consider 

the contributions that our study makes to the understanding of future-time reference in French and to 

tense in L2 acquisition of TAM more generally. 

 

4.1 Frequency of Selection and Modulating Factors 

 

The first research question addressed the frequency with which the participant groups selected the IF, PF, 

and present in contexts of future-time reference. The results revealed that the NSs and the L2 groups 

chose the present least often. Whereas Level 1 selected the IF slightly more often than the PF, the other 

participant groups demonstrated the opposite pattern, though the difference in frequency between the two 

forms was not always substantial. These findings also indicated that Level 2 selected each verb form at a 

rate that was most similar to the NSs’ frequencies. Although differences in frequencies were observed 

among the L2 groups, dramatic changes along the developmental trajectory did not appear to occur.  

 When we compare the selection rates identified in our WCT with previous analyses on spoken 

French, it is clear that our NSs’ general preference for the PF was in line with usage rates reported for 

most varieties of Canadian (e.g. Poplack & Turpin, 1999) and Hexagonal French (e.g. Gudmestad et al., 

2014). Previous research on NNSs of French has found that instructed learners in a foreign-language 

setting tend to prefer (and even overuse) the IF (Howard, 2012; Moses, 2002), whereas two studies 

carried out with immersion students (Nadasdi, et al., 2003) and highly advanced NNSs living in the target 

language community (Gudmestad et al., 2014) found that the participants used the PF most frequently in 

oral production. In our data, both patterns are instantiated, as our Level 1 participants showed a slight 

preference for the IF, whereas the three more advanced groups of NNSs selected the PF with the same 

frequency or more frequently than the IF. These findings, when interpreted against the backdrop of the 

previous research, suggest that both proficiency and learning context seem to play a role in the rate of 

selection of PF and IF for NNSs. 

 The second question asked which linguistic factors were related to the selection of IF, PF, and 

present for NSs and the L2 groups. Results showed that temporal distance and (un)certainty predicted 

verb-form selection for all participant groups, and that Level 3 was the only group whose verb-form 

selection was influenced by the variable of LTI. Beginning with the comparisons of IF versus PF, more 



similarities than differences among participant groups were identified for the categories of temporal 

distance and (un)certainty. More specifically, each L2 group showed patterns similar to the NS group in 

most cases with respect to temporal distance, and in all cases for (un)certainty. In contrast to IF versus PF, 

the only context in which every participant group was identical on temporal distance for the PF versus the 

present comparison was with immediate versus today contexts. In all other categories of temporal 

distance and (un)certainty, differences were observed with at least one participant group.  

Because the multinomial regression analyses revealed more differences among L2 groups and 

NSs for the present versus the PF than for the IF versus PF, we formulated a third research question and 

conducted a follow-up analysis to learn more about the similarities and differences in the contexts of 

temporal distance and (un)certainty in which NNSs and NSs selected the present at low and high rates. 

This analysis revealed that in general the selection of the present for future-expression was encouraged in 

proximal contexts and in the presence of certainty markers. The analysis of contexts discouraging the 

selection of the present showed that future events occurring in a distant future and future events unsure to 

occur were more likely to discourage the present. These general trends were somewhat stronger among 

then NNS groups than in the NS data.  

 When compared to previous research, several observations can be made concerning our results on 

the importance of LTI, temporal distance, and (un)certainty markers in the expression of future time in 

French. First, although it is claimed that the present is primarily used for future-time reference in the 

presence of an overt LTI, evidence for a relationship between LTI and the present for future reference was 

only found for Level 3. Thus, it appears that the presence of an overt LTI in a future-time context is not 

necessary in order to license the selection of the present, but rather that other cues in the discourse appear 

to be sufficient to allow the speaker to interpret the present form as having future reference. 

Turning now to temporal distance, the statistical models for each group, combined with the 

follow-up analyses on the present, suggest a role of temporal distance in the selection of verb forms, 

particularly with respect to IF versus PF, insofar as most groups showed greater odds of choosing the PF 

over the IF in proximal contexts and greater odds of choosing the IF over the PF in distal ones. This 

distinction along temporal lines also appeared to emerge and be reinforced as a function of proficiency: 

Level 1 showed a greater tendency to prefer the IF over the PF in greater than a year contexts, Level 3 

showed greater odds of choosing IF over PF in greater than a year and less than a month contexts, and 

Levels 2 and 4 showed the pattern found in NSs, where PF was more common than IF in immediate 

contexts, but IF was more common than PF in greater than a year and less than a month contexts 

(compared to today contexts). As concerns the present for future-time expression, the follow-up analysis 

indicates that contexts from this study that favored the selection of the present were almost all proximal 

contexts. Contexts discouraging present-form selection tended to describe future events occurring in a 



distant future. Of the different studies on native French, only Roberts (2013) on Martinique French and 

King and Nadasdi (2003) and Comeau (2011) on Acadian French found similar importance for temporal 

distance, making the current study the first that we know of to empirically document such a role for 

temporal distance in NS Hexagonal French. As for our NNSs, our results are in line with those reported 

by Moses (2002), whose more advanced NNSs adopted a temporal interpretation of verbal forms for 

future-time expression. 

The third and final independent variable tested was (un)certainty, and results showed that all 

groups favored the IF over the PF in the presence of an uncertainty marker, a result that corresponds to 

descriptions of future-time expression insofar as the IF is associated with uncertain outcomes. Such was 

also the result reported by King and Nadasdi (2003) for Acadian French, who found that the PF was 

favored with future states and actions that were certain to occur. As concerns the selection of the present, 

the multinomial regression analysis conducted on the NS data showed that the odds that these participants 

would select the present over the PF were higher when a certainty marker or no marker was present as 

opposed to when a marker of uncertainty was present. This is also visible in our follow-up analysis, 

insofar as contexts of uncertainty had the greatest number of low present-form contexts for our NSs, 

whereas contexts of certainty had the most high present-form contexts. Although results for our NNSs on 

the multinomial regressions revealed differences when compared to the NSs, the follow-up analysis which 

concentrated on the contexts in which the present was chosen frequently and infrequently showed 

similarities across groups: low present-form contexts were more numerous in the presence of an 

uncertainty marker for Levels 2, 3, and 4, whereas high present-form contexts most frequently found in 

the presence of a certainty marker. 

 

4.2 Contributions 

 

We turn now to the contributions that our study makes to the understanding of future-time reference in 

French and to tense in L2 acquisition of TAM more generally, beginning with two methodological 

contributions. Firstly, this study used insights gleaned from a variationist analysis based on oral 

production (Gudmestad et al., 2014) in order to construct a controlled, elicitation task. Although these 

data do not directly reflect production, results from the WCT allowed for us to confirm initial insights 

concerning three linguistic factors and to further refine their role in verbal form selection for NSs and four 

groups of NNSs. As observed by Geeslin (2010: 507), “regardless of whether one begins with a highly-

naturalistic task or a highly-controlled one, it is probable that additional tasks will prove useful in 

expanding the foundation laid in the original study.”  Although the use of such elicitation tasks in 

variationist studies is recent compared to the use of oral interviews, we strongly believe that such 



approaches provide an important complement to corpora-based analyses insofar as they allow for us to 

test the full (or at least a fuller) variety of occurrences and conditions for a given variant. Secondly, this 

study is the first to conduct a multinomial regression analysis on future-time reference in French. This 

statistical test enabled us to analyze three verb forms in one statistical model for NSs and NNSs. 

Although the PF and IF are the most frequent forms used to express future time, the results from our 

multinomial regression models demonstrated that the present played a role in NS variability of future-time 

reference and that the ability to select the present, as opposed to the PF, in future-time contexts in 

targetlike ways developed more slowly than the IF, as opposed to the PF. Therefore, it appears that an 

analysis that focuses only on the PF and IF misses important details about NS variability and L2 

acquisition of future-time reference in French.  

Our analysis of the present also suggests that the connection between the present and future-time 

reference develops more gradually in interlanguage than the other two forms. Regarding frequency, each 

L2 group selected the present more often than the NSs. In terms of linguistic contexts, more instances of 

non-targetlike selection were observed with the present versus PF comparison than the IF versus PF 

comparison, even with the most advanced-level L2 group. The learnability issues of selecting the present 

with appropriate frequency and in appropriate linguistic contexts may stem from various issues. First, 

previous studies of oral production (e.g. Poplack & Turpin, 1999) and our own NS data demonstrate that 

the present is less frequent in the input in future-time contexts than the IF or PF. This suggests that 

learners receive less evidence of the ways in which the present varies in future-time contexts than the 

other forms, which may slow L2 acquisition. This claim is reinforced by SLA research that demonstrates 

the crucial role that input plays in L2 development (e.g. Ellis, 2002). Second, present verb forms can 

occur with other functions in both present- and past-time contexts in French (Franckel, 1984). This 

multifunctionality may add to the acquisitional challenge of modulating the contexts in which the present 

occurs in future-time reference because learners may simultaneously be juggling these functions of the 

present with others. In addition to the multifunctionality of the present form, it bears note that in order to 

understand or produce the present as future, the learner must be capable of interpreting and/or encoding a 

future-time context by other than morphological means. This may be by the co-occurrence of a LTI, 

although we have found that this variable plays no significant role in verb-form selection (with the 

exception of Level 3), or by establishing temporal reference elsewhere in the discourse.  

Despite these acquisitional challenges of the present within the greater TAM system, it is worth 

mentioning that the NNSs in our investigation – like the NSs – are sensitive to the linguistic factors of 

temporal distance and (un)certainty. The multinomial regression analyses showed that certain contexts 

favored or disfavored the present as opposed to the PF. The follow-up analysis of the present and the 

factors of temporal distance and (un)certainty also indicated that certain categories of these independent 



variables encouraged high and low frequency selection of the present, and several similarities were found 

with the distribution of present-form responses between the L2 groups and our group of NSs. The finding 

that NNSs modulate the present according to the linguistic factors of temporal distance and (un)certainty 

in future-time contexts suggests that adult learners are sensitive to the variability in the input. In other 

words, like NSs, they select the present in a range of categories of the independent variables and at 

different rates, though their frequencies of selection do not yet match the input (as measured by the NS 

performance). Moreover, as shown previously, the connections these NNSs make between this form and 

linguistic factors can change as interlanguage develops. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

 The current study demonstrates that including the PF, IF, and present in an analysis of variable 

future-time reference in French provides valuable insights into the L2 acquisition of TAM in French. To 

our knowledge, the present investigation constitutes the first time that both a multinomial regression test 

has been conducted to study future-time reference for NSs and NNSs of French and that a follow-up 

examination of the present has been performed. These analyses revealed new information about the ways 

that NSs and NNSs choose verb forms in contexts of future-time reference and suggested that selecting 

the present versus the PF with appropriate frequency in variable contexts develops more slowly in 

interlanguage than the IF versus the PF. In addition to these contributions, the current study has identified 

directions for subsequent research. As mentioned before, most studies into variable future-time reference 

have concentrated only on the IF and the PF. However, as is apparent in the results from the current study, 

the use of the present-for-future appears to have an important role to play, both in the native system and in 

the explanation of L2 development. In addition, previous studies that have found a role for both temporal 

distance and (un)certainty in future-time reference in French are relatively few, and our results thus need 

to be further investigated with additional tasks. Of particular interest for future research is the fact that the 

native and nonnative findings from the current study show several similarities with results reported for 

Acadian varieties of French with respect to these modulating factors.  

Turning now to acquisitional issues, given that previous research has documented the fact that the 

representation of variable structures in pedagogical materials differs substantially from NS use of the 

variants in question (see Nadasdi et al., 2003), we believe that explorations of the learning context (i.e. 

second-language versus foreign-language) would allow us to better understand the role of input in the 

acquisition of future-time expression. This may be of particular interest for the use of the present in 

future-time contexts as what evidence exists concerning the extent to which the present-for-future is 

available in classroom input suggests that it may be underrepresented. Whereas Poplack and Turpin 



(1999) found that seven percent of the future-time events in their corpus of Laurentian French were 

expressed using the present, Mourgeon, Nadasdi, and Rehner’s (2010: 95) investigation of the language 

of teachers in a Canadian immersion setting identified only three percent of all occurrences involving 

present forms. More strikingly, Gudmestad et al. (2014) found that present forms accounted for a full 33.5 

percent of total future-time reference forms in a corpus of Hexagonal French, whereas Moses (2002: 147) 

reported that the present-for-future accounted for only 1.6 percent of future-time tokens in 350 minutes of 

ambient classroom input in beginning and intermediate university-level French language classes in the 

United States. In short, the current study has provided empirical evidence that demonstrates that the 

present plays an important role in the acquisition of variable future-time expression in French and is 

worthy of continued investigation. 
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Résumé 

 

Dans cette étude, nous examinons le développement chez les apprenants du français langue seconde de 
l’emploi de plusieurs formes verbales pour l’expression du futur. Cent-dix-huit locuteurs non natifs, à 
quatre niveaux de compétence différents, et 30 locuteurs natifs ont participé à l’expérience et ont 
renseigné un questionnaire écrit (composé de 30 contextes), un test de niveau et un questionnaire sur leur 
profil. La forme verbale (futur simple, futur périphrastique, présent) choisie pour chaque contexte 
présenté dans le premier questionnaire a été analysée selon trois facteurs linguistiques : la présence d’un 
indicateur de temps, le moment dans l’avenir quand l’évènement aura lieu et la certitude de 
l’accomplissement de l’évènement. Cinq régressions logistiques et multinomiales et une analyse 
supplémentaire de la sélection du présent ont révélé que celui-ci joue un rôle complexe dans la variabilité 
de l’expression du futur chez le locuteur natif et que cette forme est acquise tardivement par les locuteurs 
non natifs dans les contextes faisant référence au futur.  
 
  



Factor Documented connection to future-time expression 
Sentential negation -IF and negation are compatible because both are thought to have a 

hypothetical reading 
-PF, being closely related to the present (insofar as aller ‘to go’ is 
conjugated in the present) is incompatible with the hypothetical reading 
associated with negation 

Certainty  -IF shows a clear break from speech time and thus is more compatible 
with uncertain events 
-PF, because of its connection to the present, is associated with the 
expression of future events that are certain to happen 

Temporal reference -IF is most often used in the expression of distal future events because 
of the clear break it marks from speech time 
-PF and present can be used to express proximal events because of their 
connection with the present 

LTI -Present is often (and some authors say must be) accompanied by a 
temporal adverbial making reference to future time in order for a future 
reading to be accessed. 

Table 1: Documented Connections between Four Linguistic Factors and Future-Time Reference 

 

Group N Mean score Range  

Level 1 29 18.2 4-24 

Level 2 23 30.1 25-33.5 

Level 3 41 38.4 34-42.5 

Level 4 23 45.0 43-49 

NSs 30 47.95 44-50 

Note. 50 is the highest possible score on the proficiency test. 
Table 2: Proficiency-Test Results 

 

1. André et Sarah sont étudiants en France. Un dimanche avant le début des cours du deuxième semestre, 
ils déjeunent au restaurant. André regarde le menu et dit :  

A. Je vais peut-être prendre la soupe à l’oignon et une salade. ____ Je préfère la phrase A. 
B. Je prendrai peut-être la soupe à l’oignon et une salade. ____ Je préfère la phrase B. 
C. Je prends peut-être la soupe à l’oignon et une salade.  ____ Je préfère la phrase C. 
 

1. André and Sarah are students in France. One Sunday before the beginning of second semester classes, 
they have lunch together at a restaurant. André looks at the menu and says: 

A. I am maybe going to have the onion soup and a salad.  ____ Je préfère la phrase A. 
B. I will have the onion soup and a salad.                ____ Je préfère la phrase B. 
C. I have maybe the onion soup and a salad.   ____ Je préfère la phrase C. 

Figure 1: First Item from WCT 
 

 

 



Group 

PF IF Present 

Total # % # % # % 

Level 1 (N = 29) 316 36.3 334 38.4 220 25.3 870 
Level 2 (N = 23) 289 42.1 260 37.9 137 20.0 686 
Level 3 (N = 41) 469 38.1 459 37.3 302 24.6 1230 
Level 4 (N = 23) 267 38.8 253 36.8 168 24.4 688 
NSs (N = 30) 396 44.0 343 38.1 161 17.9 900 

Table 3: Frequency of Verb-Form Selection in Contexts of Future-Time Reference 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Group 

LTI Temporal distance (Un)certainty 

Present Absent Immed. Today <Week <Month >Year NA Certainty Uncertainty 

Level 1 Base NA = Base = = > < < Base 
Level 2 Base NA < Base = > > < < Base 
Level 3 Base = = Base = > > < < Base 
Level 4 Base NA < Base = > > < < Base 
NSs Base NA < Base  = > > < < Base 
Note. ‘<’ denotes odds of choosing IF over PF are lower.   ‘>’ denotes odds are higher. ‘=’ denotes odds are not different. ‘NA’ 
denotes a variable that is not significant. 

Table 4 : Results for the Multinomial Logistic Regression: IF vs. PF 
 
 
 

Group 

LTI Temporal distance (Un)certainty 

Present Absent Immed. Today <Week <Month >Year NA Certainty Uncertainty 

Level 1 Base NA = Base < = = < = Base 
Level 2 Base NA = Base < = = = = Base 
Level 3 Base < = Base < < < = > Base 
Level 4 Base NA = Base = < < = > Base 
NSs Base NA = Base < = < > > Base 

Note. ‘<’ denotes odds of choosing present over PF are lower.   ‘>’ denotes odds are higher. ‘=’ denotes odds are not different. ‘NA’ denotes a 
variable that is not significant. 
 

Table 5: Results for the Multinomial Logistic Regression: Present vs. PF



 
 

 
Figure 2: Items with Low-Frequency Present Selection according to Temporal Distance 

 

 
Figure 3: Items with High-Frequency Present Selection according to Temporal Distance 
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Figure 4: Items with Low-Frequency Present Selection according to (Un)certainty 

 

 
Figure 5: Items with High-Frequency Present Selection according to (Un)certainty 
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